
UPCOMING JB EVENTS & HOW YOU CAN HELP!
Our JB workshop this Minicamp came up with at least three events for us to hold until the next Minicamp (January 23-25!); 
they are a Christmas social, an afternoon activity and a Cookie-a-thon fundraiser. Though we have no set dates yet, you will 
know as soon as we do! 

For a bit of background, the Cookie-a-thon fundraiser is an event where we spend time baking, having activities, hanging 
out and generally having a good time. Baking is done in shifts so everyone has time to rest as well. Cookies are pre-ordered 
– so we need to sell! – then baked over 24h and delivered to happy customers. This is a big event and we are going to need 
your help to pull it off! Here are a few ways you can participate:

• Do you know a venue we could use (with an oven - the bigger the better, a rest area, and ideally at no or low cost)?  
• Can you approach your local supermarkets for ingredient donations (standard letter can be provided)?
• Can you provide a pre-cooked meal for our Cookie-a-thon (casserole, soup, etc.)?

For our other activities:
• If your home can host a crowd, could you support the Christmas social?  
• Do you know a hall or indoor space (big enough for say 30) where we could host our afternoon activity?  

If you have thoughts on any of these or are motivated to lend a hand, contact the JB Adult Liaison at 
sarah.a.sauve@gmail.com
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Our participants from the summer of 2014 have all returned 
after an eventful summer. Both the village delegation to 
Hamburg and the Step-Up delegation to Philadelphia returned 
in one piece, with good stories to tell. Lucas and Pepe went to 
Youth Meetings, and James to an International People’s project. 
See what they have to say on the following pages!

WELCOME BACK MINICAMP
Our SECOND Mini-camp was a great success, and we had a 
wonderful weekend!

First of all, we welcomed a newcomer to CISV as staff: Ada, 
who brought new ideas and perspectives to the team – 
thank you! In line with our theme ‘Who are You?’ we had fun 
with an Alice in Wonderland scavenger hunt, as Tweedle 
Dee was very distressed by the disappearance of Tweedle 
Dum. We had a great discussion on feminism and positive 
attitudes towards equality in response to Emma Watson’s 
HeforShe UN speech, which was trending on social media 
that week. We thought about how we could use our 
individual skills and resources to have a real and positive 
impact in helping with issues we see in our communities.  

Finally, we had our second JB workshop, which included 
electing Julia Engstad as our Junior LJR (congratulations, 
Julia!) to join Jemima in running our Junior Branch activities 
and representing JB London nationally. We also planned 
future JB activities 

SUCCESSFUL SUMMER!
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
November, tbc   Afternoon Junior Branch activity
December, tbc   Christmas Social
Fri 23rd-Sun 25th Jan  CISV London Minicamp, Bounds Green

For more information about CISV London, 
please visit www.cisvlondon.org.uk or email london@gb.cisv.org

2015 DESTINATIONS ANNOUNCED
We have received our allocations for 2015, and next summer we are lucky to be sending two Village delegations for the first 
time in CISV London’s short history! Overall, we will be looking fill the following delegations: 

• Village (Age 11, 2 boys and 2 girls per delegation)          - Guangzhou, China (17/7 - 12/8) + Sheffield, GB (25/7 - 21/8)
• Interchange (Age 12-13, 3+ boys, 3+ girls)                      - Malmö, Sweden - Dates tbc
• International Youth Meeting (Age 14-15, 3 boys 3 girls) - Lisbon, Portugal - 28/3 - 4/4 

We will also be sending to the following programmes:
• International Youth Meeting (Age 16-18)                          - Denver, USA - 25/7 - 8/8
• Seminar                                                                                - Mexico City - 11/7-31/7
There are male places for Seminar in El Salvador, Portugal and Spain still available.

International People’s Projects places in 2015 (2 or 3 week programmes for participants aged 19+) will be advertised via 
our website and facebook page. 

For more information about any of these programmes, please contact london@gb.cisv.org 

PROJECT GB | Ludo
I very much enjoyed our week long camp in Leeds this summer. 
We were 6 from our London group and the team spirit was 
great. The theme of the camp was called ‘puzzle piece’. We 
were delegations from all over the UK. 

Each delegation had to prepare an activity during the week. 
The London delegation’s activity was titled ‘Problems on the 
London Underground’. The activity started with my death and 
the aim of the activity was to find out who killed me, where I 
was killed, when I was killed, why I was killed and what killed 
me. Each group had to find members of the London delegation 
in the area. Once they found one of us they were given a 
question and multiple answers and if they answered incorrectly 
they had to perform a task. However if they answered correctly 
they were given a clue which they could write down and which 
became part of the puzzle. There were 5 clues and when a 
group had all the answers they would know the solution to our 
activity.

All the activities were very well 
planned and well organised 
thanks to our leaders. I 
learned a lot during the week 
and had a great time with my 
friends there.

PROJECT GB | Jon
Our partner organisation was the charity who look 
after vulnerable young people, Barnardos. A 
representative from Barnardos came to the Camp 
and talked to us about people with mental illnesses. 
She also mentioned some celebrities who had 
mental illnesses. Did you know Jennifer Lawrence 
suffers from anxiety and David Beckham has OCD? 

We were working around the theme of diversity and 
our Camp theme was Puzzle Peace. There were lots 
of Chinese master activities so we could make a link 
to puzzle pieces. The London activity was a spin-off 
of this and was set in the London Underground. I 
really enjoyed lunchtime and lullabies when we 
could sit down with our friends, chat or sing and 
reflect on the day. I learnt that stereotypes are more 
prominent in society than you would expect. 

I have learnt new things and met 
some friends for life on this 

interesting and influential 
Project GB camp. I 
would recommend the 
experience to anyone.
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STEP UP | Julia
Ellie, Nina, Max, our leader Gummi, and I went on a Step Up to Philadelphia, 
USA. A Step Up is a 3 week programme for 14-15 year olds. You plan your 
own activities, and make your own decisions in camp meetings. 

One of my first moments in the lovely state of Pennsylvania was seeing the 
Floridian delegation playing volleyball in the next door neighbours garden - I'm 
guessing that this is one of the many reasons how I became best friends with 
one of the girls. One of the highlights was when we helped out in the local 
community; in the US children have to bring their own stationary to school 
and some of them cannot afford to, so we bought the stationary and 
assembled 180 pencil cases. 

The most memorable activity was when the Austrian delegation did their 
cultural activity; they had dressed Lukas (one of the BOYS) as Conchita Wurst 
and held a drag queen fashion show, then the rest of the delegation came 
barging in with boards and rioted against the 'crime against nature' after we 
had one of the longest discussions about accepting people into the 
community. It may have been long but it was my favourite two hours ever!

Overall it was awesome, and I would recommend it!

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH MEETING | Pepe
The International Youth Meeting is a project in which participants of very 
different ages can take part, in this case 22 participants aged 19 or over 
took part in it. Taking place in Calgary, Canada, from the 6th to the 20th of 
July with the theme ‘Identity’, we focused on issues at a more local level 
(as IYMs often do), for instances “how is our identity defined considering 
our environment” or “how does the identity of our culture influences us”. 
Even though it was a brief programme, very intense debates, activities and 
thoughts were brought up. However, it is difficult to compare to the 
strength of the bonds created among participants, and staff as well, which 
altogether left a remarkable and unforgettable experience in me.

INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES PROJECT | James
An International Peoples Project is a programme for participants 
aged 19 and over, where there is a stronger focus on working with a 
partner organisation on a local issue, in addition to educational 
content planned by participants. 

I went to Grand-Bassam in Côte d’Ivoire for 3 weeks in August. 
Grand-Bassam is a former french colonial capital, and in 2011 was 
awarded UNESCO World Heritage status. However, the town struggles 
with major waste management challenges, as local infrastructure 
cannot support the waste produced. Our project, titled ‘Think Green’ 
was to work with the local council to address this issue in whatever 
way we could.

We were put in contact with various local NGOs who worked to tidy 
the beach (a major tourist attraction), cleaned litter in the streets, 
and raised awareness about environmental issues amongst the local 
population. We joined them in their activities, while we were unlikely 
to have a long-term impact on the waste issues, we were able to 
raise the profile of our partner organisations by merit of being 
foreigners who came to help. To see exactly what we got up to, follow 
the link to this video of our work.

I really enjoyed the opportunity to do some practical voluntary work, 
but within CISV’s educational framework, and also experience first 
hand issues I’m interested in, in a unique and exciting location!
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